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welve years ago, the first Emerald Eve was an intimate family
gathering held in Donna Crandall’s sister-in-law Terri Snow’s
living room. Last November, the gala set records, drawing 
400+ guests and netting more than $140,000, bringing the
raised-to-date tally to $1.75 million!  

“I am humbled and overwhelmed by the generosity of our 
supporters,” said David Crandall, Foundation President. “To
have so many friends – old and new – 13 years later, as well 
as my family and wife Claudia standing by my side, 
unwilling to forget Donna’s story, is tremendous.” 

Held at the Canfield Casino in Saratoga Springs, event 
highlights included a video featuring Donna’s brother, Kevin 

Murray, reminiscing about life with Donna; Scott and Kayleigh
Marcella, local CF siblings who have enjoyed Foundation 
support, and Jonathan M. Rosen, M.D., Director of the Adult 
CF Clinic at Albany Medical Center, who talked about Donna,
his first CF patient. (To watch the video produced by Golden
Lamb Productions, go to www.donnacrandallfoundation.org.)

“While Donna was the inspiration for the Foundation, it is the
patients we have met along the way, and the continued support
of the Capital Region, who give us the momentum to continue
our work,” said David. “We believe a cure is just around the 
corner.  But until then, we will do whatever we can to help.”

Special thanks to our newsletter Editor, Dawn McGuinness 
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Lucky 1,300th Gift Bag
Although no one ever feels especially lucky to be in the hospital, Jody Thompson of
Bomoseen, Vermont, was the recipient of the DMCF’s  “lucky” 1,300th gift bag in
June. Jody usually prefers to do treatment at home so she doesn't have to be away
from her husband and 10-year-old daughter. “I am so excited,” Jody said. “It's hard
to give in and be admitted to the hospital, but I guess I’m kind of glad I did this
time!” Jody’s bag contained gift cards to Price Chopper, Starbuck’s and Domino’s
Pizza, all three seasons of the popular TV series Downton Abbey, a journal, 
magazines, UNO, snacks, toiletries, and a certificate entitling her to $1,300. 
She is pictured with her certificate and hopes to do something special with 
the money, perhaps a family trip to Maine. Maine was one of Donna 
Crandall’s favorite places, so we’re sure she would approve.

ABOVE: Donna (right) is pictured with her siblings Kevin (top),
Noreen and Regina.

From an intimate family gathering…

Celebrating 13 Years,  
$1.75 Million
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Jody Thompson



The Donna M. Crandall Memorial Foundation caught the Olympic spirit last summer by 
organizing an in-clinic summer surprise for patients and teaming with Make-A-Wish to help 
make an Olympic dream come true.

To coincide with the London Olympics, the Foundation’s 2012 summer surprise was a Team USA
drawstring bag, a water bottle and a $50 Dick’s Sporting Goods gift card, which were distributed to
patients during their clinic appointments at Albany Medical Center.  

Each bag contained a gold medal replica (created by Shaker Lacrosse players) with a number on it,
representing the potential gold medal count at the end of the Olympics. One week after the
Olympics, the Foundation notified three local patients whose medallions matched the final USA
gold medal count for the 2012 Summer Olympics – 46. Each patient received a check for $2,012.
Winners included Marlene Eckert from Clifton Park, Lynn Stackrow from Wynantskill and 
nine-year-old Austin Rumph from Cohoes.

“Austin kept faithful track of the gold medal count each day,” said Austin’s mother, Dawn. “We are
very grateful for everything the Foundation does and this win really picked up his spirits.” 

A special campaign organized by the DMCF helped raise $13,000
for Make-A-Wish Foundation’s Northeast New York Chapter and
was combined with money raised by Shenendehowa’s 2012
Senior Class Council and Coach-Ed Inc. to help send Kelly
Buyaskas, also of Clifton Park, to the 2012 Summer Olympics. Kelly is an avid swimmer who has
cystic fibrosis and always dreamed of being in the Olympics. However, her doctors warned her that
her dream would probably not come true because of limitations caused by CF. 

“The Olympics were truly an amazing experience,” said Kelly. “It was a trip of a lifetime.”  She
expressed her gratitude to everyone who helped make her wish come true, and returned feeling
energized and motivated. Kelly is looking forward to her freshman year at East Stroudsburg
University in Pennsylvania, where she has a swimming scholarship.

“A trip of
a lifetime.”

Foundation catches
Olympic Spirit

Wish recipient Kelly 
met 6’9” Kevin Durant,
small forward for the
gold-medal United States
men's national basketball
team, during her trip.

Lisa Cheney is pictured with Bill Trigg,
PhD, NENY-Make A Wish CFO at the
recent “Celebration of Hope, Strength
and Joy” reception. The DMCF was
inducted into the charity’s “Society of
Joy” along with others who have 
contributed $10-25,000.

Austin Rumph, 9, of Cohoes, was one the
2012 Summer Surprise winners.
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The Donna M. Crandall Memorial Foundation has partnered 
with nationally acclaimed jewelry designer and artist Angela 
Moore to create a special theme bracelet to commemorate its 
13th anniversary.

Popular for her hand-painted jewelry, resort fashions and home
accents, Angela designed the Foundation bracelet using symbols
that were important to her to reflect Donna’s Irish heritage,. 

Incorporating shades of green, the DMCF logo/Celtic knot, 
shamrocks, polka dots and a stylized Claddagh, “The beads in the
bracelet reflect Donna’s Irish pride and her spitfire attitude as she
faced her disease with dignity, a sense of humor and heart,”
explained Angela. “Her story fits nicely with our philosophy, which
is to celebrate your own individual style with colors and themes
that make you happy.” 

DMCF volunteer Dawn McGuinness, an
Angela Moore collector, initiated the idea by
emailing the company to see if it would be 
at all possible to have a special bracelet
designed.  “I never actually thought it would
happen. But within two hours, I received a
reply email, and the next day I was on the

phone with Gary
and Angela
Moore, sharing
Donna’s story.” 

“It is a great 
partnership for
us,” said Lisa
Cheney, Foundation
Vice President. “As we
look forward to 
celebrating our 13th
anniversary, we wanted
something special to mark the
occasion, and these bracelets are a
unique expression of the Foundation’s message.”

Featured as part of the company’s “Favorite Causes” selection
(www.angelamoore.com), bracelets can be reserved prior to 
Emerald Eve for $40 (www.donnacrandallfoundation.org or email
Lisa@CrandallFoundation.org) or purchased at the Emerald Eve
gala for $50 (half the proceeds go directly to the DMCF). In 
addition, look for bracelets at Circles in Stuyvesant Plaza/Albany 
or Gracie’s boutique in Newton Plaza/Latham in early November.

Albany’s Starfish Swim Club is among DMCF’s very first supporters, 
having raised more than $60,000 over the past decade.

“We are indebted to the Starfish,” said Bobby Crandall, Foundation Board Member.
“They have been with us since Day One and helped us expand our original goal of
making fun gift bags for patients to enabling us to provide financial assistance to
those in need. They inspire us: Without their generosity, we would not have thought
it possible to make a difference in so many lives.”

“Swim Mania” was first conceived by Paula Miller, whose daughter Stephanie was a
team member at the time. Paula was Donna Crandall’s best friend, and Paula was
eager to do something to honor her. “It seemed like a natural way to raise awareness
and funds,” Paula said.

When Stephanie graduated and moved on, other people took up Paula’s cause 
and continue to nurture Swim Mania. Most recently, Charlotte Hooper and Jill
Dougherty have been co-chairing the event, which includes 150 swimmers, 
ages 6-18 from around the Capital Region. 

This was Charlotte’s last year with the Starfish.  “As
Charlotte’s son heads off to college and he and his mom
conclude their Starfish tenures, we are sad to see both of
them go,” said Bobby.  “She has been at the heart of
Swim Mania for 12 years, spending countless hours
securing donations and helping to make the event the
success it is.  It won’t be the same without her, but we
will carry on and make her proud.”

Above: Swim Mania 2012; Swim Mania co-chairs Charlotte Hooper (left) and Jill Dougherty. 
Right: Top fund-raiser Hannah Dougherty, a homeschooled freshman, raised $1,300.
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In Commemoration of our 13th Anniversary…

Foundation & national designer
Angela Moore collaborate “These bracelets

are a unique
expression of 

the Foundation’s
message.” 
— Lisa Cheney

Jewelry designer and artist Angela Moore.

�They inspire us…
Swim team deserves gold star
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At 44, Lynn Stackrow has beaten the odds over and over again. Like many
CFers her age, Lynn couldn’t decide whether she should pursue college
because she couldn’t be sure how long she would live. However, she has
accomplished more than her doctors, parents and even she herself could
have imagined. 

Originally from Manchester, New Hampshire, Lynn was very sick with
pneumonia when she was born, and was diagnosed with CF at six months
old. Doctors told her parents she wouldn't live to see her fifth birthday.
However, she proved them wrong, and grew up dancing all over the
Northeast with the American Children's Theater alongside Adam Sandler,
Alek and Aleen Keshishian (Director of Madonna’s Truth or Dare and agent
for Orlando Bloom and Natalie Portman, respectively) and Bridget Walsh
(Off Broadway’s Annie). 

“After high school I didn't think about college, because I just thought I was
going to die,” Lynn said. “So I took a year off to have fun.” During that year,
Lynn was the first person in New Hampshire to be granted a wish from
Make-a-Wish: a religious pilgrimage to Fatima, Lourdes, Paris and Rome
(where she shook hands with Pope John Paul II). 

“The trip changed my life,” Lynn recalled. She decided to pursue college,
enrolled at the University of Nevada-Las Vegas and graduated with a BA 
in psychology. While at UNLV, Lynn met her ex-husband, who had a 
cousin with CF. The couple got married, moved to Wynantskill and 
started their family. 

Today, she is a part-time water aerobics instructor at the Troy YMCA and a
certified FIFA soccer referee with the Capital District Youth Soccer League.
She is mother of 16-year-old Mark Henry, who also has CF, and 
17-year-old Danielle.

Diagnosed when he was about four months old, Mark Henry has one
DF508 gene (inherited from Lynn) and one G551D gene (passed down
from his Dad), known as the “Celtic” gene. The G551D gene made Mark
Henry eligible for the new drug Kalydeco, which Lynn says has made a 
huge difference in his quality of life.

“Mark Henry has gained so much lung volume since being on Kalydeco,”
Lynn enthused. “He is very fortunate! He probably hates it that his mom
knows so much about CF. I have found that our disease has many sides and
my son faces different difficulties than I do, so we are always learning!”

For most of her life, Lynn has been and continues to be hospitalized 
2-4 times a year, and endures frequent episodes of hemoptysis 
(coughing up blood), which began in junior high while on a class trip 
to Washington, DC. 

However, she said, “The hardest part of having CF was when my children
were young and I would need to go into the hospital. To let go and take
care of myself was hard. I missed them every day. It is getting easier as they
get older and can take care of themselves.”

Luckily, Mark Henry has only been in the hospital twice. “I hope my 
son lives a long life and achieves his dreams,” Lynn said. “Due to new 
medications and treatments, he will be better off than I was. For example, 
I lived in a mist tent as a child and needed help with chest P.T. Today, there
are no mist tents and the ‘vest’ machine allows him to do chest P.T. inde-
pendently. It has changed the way people live with CF.”

Lynn’s daughter Danielle has been inspired by her mother and brother to
become a CF advocate, having represented the Northeastern NY Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation in Washington, DC to lobby for CF. As a result of 
this experience, Danielle plans to pursue law. 

For her part, Lynn volunteers for drug and treatment studies, having 
participated in many over the past 20 years. “We are very lucky to have 
such an amazing CF care center here in Albany,” she said. “To have the
opportunity to be one of the first to try new drugs is amazing!” In fact, it
was while participating in an exercise study in the mid-90s that Lynn first
met Donna Crandall.

“We had fun getting to know one another, while sitting on bikes, chatting
away!” Lynn reminisced. “I remember Donna always stopped at
McDonald’s to get French fries before coming to the study. From that
day on we supported one another.”

Over the years, Lynn has received many gift bags from the Foundation and
last summer was one of three patients to win the Olympics contest (see
page 2, “Foundation Captures Olympic Spirit”). “I am a huge sports 
fanatic,” Lynn explained. “We were following the medals everyday. It 
was so much fun and we were so excited when our Donna Crandall Gold
Medal matched the exact number of U.S. golds! The money came at a 
great time - when I needed to buy school clothes. It was a big help!” 

Lynn said that The Donna Crandall Memorial Foundation has had an
important presence in her life over the years: “When you least expect it, a
gift card or money somehow always comes when you don't have a dime in
your pocket. To have the reassurance that they are there if we need them is
huge.” She continued, “I think Donna would be really happy to know how
much is being done in her memory to help others. The Foundation is an
amazing tribute to an amazing woman.”

UP CLOSE
PERSONAL

WITH LYNN STACKROW
Lynn is pictured with her son Mark Henry and daughter Danielle.

Mother and son both have CF, beat odds
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The Cystic Fibrosis Foundation’s Northeast New York (CFF NENY) chapter honored the
Donna M. Crandall Memorial Foundation for its dedication to CF patients and families 
at its annual 65 Roses Gala held at the Troy Hilton Garden Inn last September.

Ayco Group, LLP, President Tim O’Hara addressed Gala attendees, recalling how he first
met Donna when she worked as a manager for the Retirement Services Group. 

John Franklin, CFF NENY’s President, presented David Crandall with a gift bag filled with
thank-you letters and cards written by CF families and patients who have been impacted 
by the Foundation over the years. “The DMCF has made an immeasurable difference in 
the lives of individuals with CF and their families,” he said.

“Those letters are amazing,” said Terri Snow, Foundation Board Member. “It meant so
much to read how the Foundation has touched hundreds of lives in ways we never 
imagined. I wish supporters could read them. So many wrote how they would have 
had nowhere else to turn. That is why we do what we do and it is a privilege to help.”

Other honorees were DeCrescente Distributing and CF patient and advocate 
Lindsay Rarick.

“We were honored to be recognized by the CF Foundation,” said David Crandall.  
“Their work is critical in funding the research that will ultimately find a cure, and we 
support their efforts by sponsoring various events. While they focus on the science behind
CF, our goal is to make an impact on every-day life with CF.”  

Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
bestows award on DMCF

Pictured: Tim O’Hara; David Crandall and
John Franklin.

Michelle Breton, big sister of Mary Breton, who had CF and died
nine years ago this June, is coordinating a summer give-away Mary
surely would have approved: a “scratch-off” garden for patients 
visiting Albany Medical Center’s CF Adult and Pediatric Centers.  

An Irish-themed garden of clovers and flowers will bloom with 
customized scratch-off cards revealing cash prizes of $20, $50 or
$100 or a chance for a grand prize, which will include overnight 
getaways to local destinations such as Lake George and Proctor’s
theater in Schenectady. Winners will be notified September 13.

In addition to the tickets, patients will be given lucky quarters 
to use to scratch off their cards. “Mary loved quarters,” Michelle
reminisced. “She would pass up a dollar bill for a quarter. To this
day, we think of Mary and always use quarters for good luck when
we do scratch-offs.” 

Mary was only 12 years old when she died but was as big as life,
making a profound impression on all those she met. A huge UNO
fan, the Foundation includes a deck of UNO cards in each of its gift
bags as homage to Mary’s sweet memory.

In 2004, just months before Mary passed away, the DMCF
made it possible for Mary and her family to visit family in
Tennessee. After dialysis at Albany Medical Center, the family
piled into a rented van and headed south for a fun vacation
at Mary’s aunt’s farm, where she enjoyed horseback riding, a
ride on a John Deere tractor and
playing UNO with her family. 

“We started the Foundation to
honor Donna, but over the years
it has become an important 
vehicle for other families to
honor their loved ones as well,”
said David Crandall.  “It’s really
special to still be involved in
these families’ lives long after
someone has passed away. It
helps all of us keep our memories
alive while making life a little 
better for others.”

Scratch-off surprises
await patients  

SUMMERFUN!

Mary Breton

Ever wonder about some of the people featured on these
pages? Visit www.donnacrandallfoundation.org for
updates, photos and more of their inspiring stories.

Where
are they
now?
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At the event, Burke P. Bear Awards were presented to 
outstanding volunteers, including John Murray, CEO of
Rose and Kiernan Insurance, based in Albany, and Michael
Held, a Syracuse University sophomore from Niskayuna.
Mr. Murray is a major contributor to the Foundation and
together with his company has donated $12,000 as a 
corporate sponsor since the Donna Crandall Foundation’s
inception. Mr. Held is a coach of the Niskayuna Wild
Turkeys swim team, and each year organizes a swim-a-
thon at the Niskayuna Town Pool to benefit the
Foundation. He continues in the footsteps of his sister,
Elizabeth, who started the benefit four years ago. To date,
the Wild Turkeys have raised over $8,000.

Created in 1997 to honor CF patient Burke Derr of
Pennsylvania, The Donna M. Crandall Foundation has
chosen the collectible Boyd’s plush bear as its “trophy” to
commemorate extraordinary supporters. The bear represents
hope and commitment within the CF community.

“Burke Bear recipients represent the staunch and true 
support The Foundation enjoys year after year,” said
David.  “We are so grateful to Michael and John for their
profound altruism. They make it possible to do what 
we do.”

In addition, Tina Hamilton, coordinator of Ryan’s Run in
Ravena, presented a check for $5,000 to the Foundation.
The annual poker run honors her son Ryan Lee
MacDonald, who had CF and passed away in 2009 at the
age of 23.  

The Foundation is indebted to its sponsors, including:
Emerald Sponsors Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Bette; Platinum
Sponsors ~ Capital Region Orthopaedic Associates, Cool
Insuring Agency, Inc., Event Producers and The Robert 
and Jean Taylor Fund; Gold Sponsors ~ Capital Bauer
Gallagher Insurance Agency, New England Systems and
Software, Powmat LTD, Saratoga Financial Systems,
Strategic Solutions, The Ayco Company L.P, and The
Flaherty Family Foundation.

“Over the past 12 years, we have raised more than 
$1.75 million and could not have done it alone,” said
Foundation Treasurer Lori Jenkins. “Community support,
whether from an individual, small school group or sports
team, goes a long way in helping us achieve our goals.”  

Mark your calendars: The 13th Emerald Eve is set for 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2013 at the Canfield Casino.
The theme this year will be Lucky 13. 

Kayleigh and Scott Marcella
are pictured with David
Crandall and Lisa Cheney
at 2012 Emerald Eve.

The first Emerald Eve was 
a catered event held in
Terri Snow’s house.

Celebrating 13 Years,
$1.75 Million, continued from page 1

Burke Bear winners John Murray and Michael Held are pictured
with David Crandall.

Sharon Dingman of Queensbury spent Christmas in Albany Medical
Center, but the DMCF helped her celebrate by providing a catered
tenderloin beef dinner for her to enjoy with her family. Donna
Crandall’s daughter, Kerianne, and her husband Tony Meadowcroft,
were home from England for the holidays and stopped by to 
decorate the E5 lounge to help create a more festive atmosphere.
Pictured from left to right are DMCF volunteers Denise Rinella,
Megan and Jack Cheney, Sharon, Kerianne and Tony.

Bringing Christmas Cheer



THANK YOU FOR
YOUR SUPPORT

CLASS OF 2013
SCHOLARSHIPS

Each June graduating seniors who have CF 
are presented with a Donna M. Crandall Memorial
Foundation scholarship. This year seven $500 
scholarships were awarded to help defray 

miscellaneous fees and expenses associated with going
to college. This year‘s recipients were:

Victoria Phillips of Waterford
Marlene Eckert of Clifton Park
Colleen Culnan, of West Sand Lake
Kelly Buyaskus of Clifton Park
Macenzie Donnelly of Schenectady

Joseph Finn of  Hudson
Alex Rings of Delmar
Zachary Hotaling of Delanson
Zachary McNeilly of Franklin 

Congratulations!

Under the guidance of Coach Heather Daniels, 
Shaker’s Modified Swim and Boys Varsity teams held its
annual Mile Challenge to benefit the DMCF. Inspired by
Sydney Reichert, granddaughter of retired gym teacher 
Al Bartlett, it raised almost $1,400. Over the years 

they have raised more than $5,000. 

In lieu of birthday gifts, Teri Potanovic of Boca Raton,
Florida, asked her family to make donations to the 
DMCF in memory of her cousins Bobby and Timmy.

Other contributions were made in honor of:
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David Carroll
Jamie Mormile
Alice Hallenbeck
Ed Traeger

Elsie Phelps
Erin Phelps
Laurie Richel 
Nathanial Hammond

Despite advances in drug research and development, cystic fibrosis is 
life-threatening and continues to claim many lives much too early. The good
news is that lung transplantation is an option for some children and adults 
with severe lung disease. 

The Donna M. Crandall Memorial Foundation strives to alleviate the financial
burdens associated with transplant, which includes a time-consuming and
intense period of evaluation. The process requires travel to transplant centers 
in New York City, Boston or other metropolitan areas to undergo various 
medical testing and doctor appointments. On average, the Foundation gifts
$3,500 to CF patients to help cover travel, accommodations, meals and 
out-of-pocket medical expenses, as well as additional financial assistance as
expenses arise.

“Going through the evaluation process with Donna was one of the main 
reasons we set up the Foundation,” recalled David Crandall. “It was exhausting,
time-consuming and expensive, usually involving a series of overnight trips 
to New York. We wondered how some patients who did not have adequate
insurance or substantial resources could afford it. Donna wished she could 
help fellow CFers going through the process.” 

Almost 1,700 lung transplants were performed in 2011 in the United States;
nearly 200 of those were in people with CF. Not every CF patient is a viable 
candidate, which was the case with Donna. However, for many patients with
advancing disease who have severe and irreversible airflow obstruction, lung
transplantation is a life-enhancing option that offers extended survival. In fact,
people with CF generally do well after lung transplantation — often better than
people with other lung diseases do. According to the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation,
for CFers there is an 80 percent survival rater after one year and over 50 percent
survival rate after five years. 

While transplanted lungs do not have CF, the person still has CF in the sinuses,
pancreas, intestines, sweat glands and reproductive tract.

“While transplant is not a cure, it can improve one’s quality of life and increase
longevity,” noted David. “Patients are able to share life events with their families
that they might otherwise miss. It represents hope.” 

For more information or to become a registered organ dinner (just do it!) visit
www.donatelife.net.

DMCF supports patients’
transplant journeys

CF patients joined other “Donate Life” volunteers and Albany Mayor Jerry
Jennings on “Wear Blue and Green Day” to help raise organ donation 
awareness. Pictured are, from left, Chris Young (CFer/double lung recipient),
Susan Baron (donor mother), Mayor Jennings, Carolyn Nichols (CFer/currently
on the waiting list for new lungs), Dawn McGuinness (CFer accepted to the
transplant program) and Andy Menzies (father of heart transplant recipient). 

Turkeys go wild for cause: David Crandall is pictured
at Niskayuna’s Wild Turkey Swim and Dive Team’s
annual swimathon last summer, during which he
talked about how their contributions to the
Foundation help make a difference in the lives of
people with CF. Nearly $1,800 was raised at the
event, which was organized by Michael Held. Over
the years, the Wild Turkeys have raised more than
$8,000 for the DMCF.



SAVE THE DATE

Thank you to our 
2012 Emerald Eve Sponsors:

Emerald
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Bette

Platinum
Capital Region Orthopaedic Associates

Cool Insuring Agency Inc. 
Event Producers

Gold
Capital Bauer Gallagher Insurance Agency 

New England Systems and Software, Powmat LTD
Saratoga Financial Systems, Strategic Solutions

The Ayco Company, L.P., 
The Flaherty Family Foundation

The Donna Crandall
FOUNDATION NEWS
50 Traditional Lane
Loudonville, NY 12211

13th Annual Emerald Eve
Saturday, November 16 • 7-11 p.m.
Canfield Casino, Saratoga Springs

In 2012 seven babies were diagnosed
with CF at Albany Medical Center.
Recognizing the emotional toll the 
diagnosis can have on new parents,
DMCF volunteer Annette Phelps, a CF
mom whose daughter Erin passed away at the age of 20 in 2002,
shopped for and assembled baby items to create gift bags for
their families. Annette chose baby clothes, hooded bath towels,
bottle cooler bags (perfect for clinic visits), Baby Einstein videos
and a variety of toys for each child.  The Foundation also added
$100 Target gift cards and a Burke P. Bear since every baby needs
a Teddy Bear. 

Pediatric social worker John Nash, MSW, distributed the special
bags to families during their clinic appointments. Said John, “The
parents were thrilled to receive their gifts, but more importantly,
were relieved to learn about a local organization prepared to 
support them as they embark on their new journey.”

Kristen, one of the newborn’s mothers, said of the bag: "This is 
outstanding! The people at the Foundation are so thoughtful 
nd kind. It certainly brightened our day.”

“It was fun shopping for the babies since it has been years since 
I have had little ones to shop for,” Annette said. “I remember
what it was like to get that news. It meant a lot to be able to do
something for other moms and I hope the gift bags made them
feel less alone.”

DMCF reaches out 
to families of newly
diagnosed babies 

Albany’s tattoo community came together in a big way to honor their
beloved Jessica “Smiley” Allison, a 29-year-old piercer who passed
away in March.  Shocker Tattoo owner Cassie Stricos presented
$7,000 to Lisa Cheney, saying, “Jessica was well known in our
‘Tattoo’ community. Everyone loved her friendliness and her smile.
She was an amazing person to be around.”

The money was raised as the result of a number of fundraisers,
including a raffle organized by Shocker Tattoo; T- shirts designed by
Kevin Blodgett featuring artwork by Jessica’s fiancé Dave Rusinovich;
a week-long “Smiley” tattoo event hosted by Christian Minick from
Dead Presidents Lounge, and a raffle arranged by Brian Kimball of
Collar City Tattoo.  

“We wanted to do something to remember Jess. But we never
dreamed it would be this successful,” said Cassie. “It was amazing to
see everyone come together and donate their time, energy, money
and/or services.  It shows how honored we all are to have had her as
part of our lives.”

Donation memorializes 
beloved Albany
resident,
“Smiley”

Jessica
Allison.

Above left: Cassie Stricos, owner of Shocker Tattoo.

Tatoo community comes together…
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